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The Seeking of Identity Tragic Ending In Disney Pixar’s Movie Script Coco
BACKGROUND
Identity is personality that subject or someone have, the identity from subject itself has a distinctive personal style. Like Miguel in this story who seek for identity. I want to analyze the main characters in this movie as the representation of identity in crisis and commitment.

METHOD
I use qualitative method to analyze this research. I use sampling method which is “Coco” movie. Then, I use various sources of data such as, books, articles, website, blogs, and essays to support the analysis.

BENEFIT
This research is aimed to provide knowledge in general for reader to learn as early as possible to overcome the seek of identity that may be currently being experience. Another benefit that can be obtained from this research is the theory of identity in crisis and commitment of James Marcia will broaden the reader knowledge.

THE SEEKING OF IDENTITY TRAGIC ENDING IN DISNEY PIXAR’S MOVIE SCRIPT COCO

RESULT OF THE RESEARCH
Miguel is one of the adolescents in this movie that goes through the phrase of searching of his identity. He has been through a lot of things during this phrase. His action and behavior and things around him lead Miguel to find his identity. In the end, he can figure out the puzzle mystery about his family, and put family first.

CONCLUSION
I concluded that by using psychological identity from James Marcia it will make easily to describe that one’s sense of identity is determined largely by the choices and commitments made regarding certain personal and social traits.
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THE SEEKING OF IDENTITY TRAGIC ENDING IN DISNEY PIXAR’S MOVIE SCRIPT COCO

BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

The characters of movie:
- Miguel Rivera
- Hector Rivera
- Ernesto De La Cruz

The concept of James Marcia Identity

The result Identity and Tragedy
RESULT OF THE RESEARCH

Miguel → Find his Identity
Hector → Find his Identity
Ernesto → Tragic Ending
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